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Little Grey enjoying
his second chance

Nineteen Second Chances
In May of this year, a distressed pet owner
left four cages containing 19 cats outside of
Michiana Humane Society. The person who
surrendered the cats left a note saying that they
had run out of options due to failing health
and loss of their home. The cages included
descriptions of all the cats and included a note
that said, “I am surrendering them to you, where
I know they have a fighting chance.”

needed spay/neuter surgeries.

We’d like to share how their “fighting chance”
turned into a second chance!

We needed help and reached out to our partners,
The Feline Community Network out of Hobart, IN
and Kankakee County Humane Foundation from
Kankakee, IL. They took 12, leaving us with a more
manageable 7 cats! The story of the cats had
been covered by local media and the word was
spread among our supporters. Donations came
in from the concerned public and a portion was
shared with our partners to help care for the 12
we had transferred.

The cats clearly were pets -- while frightened,
they responded to human contact and we had
confidence they would make good pets again.
They had fleas, some dental issues and all

As suspected, most of them were adoptable and
easily found new homes. One of them, Salem, was
suffering major hair loss on arrival and his gradual
transformation was encouraging!
(continued on p3)
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A Letter from the Director
The animal shelters in our area are struggling with the huge influx of
homeless animals this year. To the best of our knowledge, this is not the
“pandemic pet surrender” that is rumored on social media. We are seeing
pets that have been family members for years and now must be given up.
Between job losses and the increases in cost of living, people are forced to
make difficult choices.
But we are also seeing lots of
accidental litters of kittens and
puppies. And multiple hoarding
situations where intact animals live
in close quarters until there’s an
explosion of babies and panic sets in.
What can be done?
Our Feeding Hope program collects
pet food to distribute to people who are having difficulty affording it. In
addition to bringing food to the Trinity Food Bank once a month, we are
also working with Meals on Wheels in LaPorte and Berrien Counties to
make it more available. And anyone who contacts the shelter looking for
help is welcome to pick some up here.
But what to do about the need for affordable veterinary care?
First let me say I believe in the value of the vet - pet relationship. Continuity
and regular visits can help maintain good health and reduce fear.
But I understand that not everyone can afford regular vet visits. Isn’t it
important to make sure that they can get basic vaccinations and birth
control before problems happen? Indiana now has a law that all shelter
dogs and cats must be fixed before adoption – a policy MHS has practiced
since 2015. But that doesn’t stop backyard breeding and community
cats multiplying.
Every low-cost/high-volume clinic in the area is booked weeks to months
in advance. If you live in Michigan City and qualify for subsidized services,
you will need to travel to Humane Indiana in Munster or the ABC Clinic in
South Bend to have your dog sterilized. Cats have a couple of additional
clinics available.
If we are to get ahead of the problem of unwanted pets, we need to
find more options for low-cost services so that we can gain control.
Only then will we be able to imagine that all pets will be in homes
where they are wanted.

Executive Director

Nineteen Second Chances

(continued from cover)

BEFORE

Our rescue partners found a home where some of
the cats could live together as barn cats. They’re
some of the friendliest barn cats the rescue has
seen, rolling over for belly rubs and living happily
alongside the chickens.
We celebrated each of the 7 cat adoptions that
took place at Michiana Humane Society, but
none more than Little Grey. Little Grey was the
most frightened of shelter life. He was terrified to
be touched and would cower at the back of his
kennel when our staff came for regular feedings
and cleanings.
Slowly, he began to build a relationship of trust
with one of his caretakers. Kennel Tech, Renee,
showed Little Grey patience and began to offer
gentle affection. The day Little Grey allowed
Renee to pick him up, the entire staff celebrated!

Finally, on August 17th, Little Grey’s “Gotcha Day”
came. Little Grey was the last of the cats to find his
second chance. He’s come out of his shell in his
new home. Adopter Brittany tells us, “He loves his
toys. He manages to dump out the entire basket
and get them all out. I pick them up and he starts
again. He certainly keeps me busy! He loves sitting
in the window and watching all the cars go by.”
We’re proud to witness how far Little Grey and
his 18 friends have come. It is heartbreaking to
see when a pet population gets out of control.
Certainly the owner loved each of them. However,
once cats that are not spayed or neutered live
together, the population will quickly get out of
control. We applaud those who recognize the
problem and seek help to give their pets the
second chances they deserve.

AFTER
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The Evolution of
Michiana Humane
Society
One of highest priorities of the Michiana Humane
Society over the past 100 years is adapting to
changes in animal welfare and in the community.
It hasn’t always been easy. Reflecting on how we
have served pets and the people who love them,
a major milestone was moving
from Karwick Road to the
current shelter. But how did
that come about?
Long-time MHS volunteer Jane
Moon remembers her first visit
to the Karwick Road shelter in
1988. She and her husband,
Dave, had found a stray dog.
They inquired if MHS could
take her, but were turned away
as there was no room. They
learned the shelter animals
that were “lucky” enough
to make it in lived in dismal
accommodations. The dogs
were kept in the yard on a line
attached to a post for the day
and were brought into dark
basement kennels in the evenings.
Cats lived in a screened porch and Jane
remembers how intensely they would cling to her.
Worse still, fewer than half of the animals taken in
were ever placed. Euthanasia was very much a
part of shelter operations.
Dave and Jane decided to get involved in
improving the facility, and eventually Dave became
Board President. Led by then Executive Director,
Gail Marsh, volunteers, board and staff organized
to raise funds to build a more humane space for
the animals. Jane comments that their grassroots
fundraising, “where a board member would
collect donations in a jug while standing outside
of the Jewel supermarket,” was never going to
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be enough. They worked to upgrade their efforts,
adding events and other types of solicitations to
the mix.
A sign noting “Future Home of the Michiana
Humane Society” stood waiting on the land that
had been donated by the Morgan
family. The Karwick space was very
nearly condemned in the years
it took to build, brick by brick as
funds were secured. The building
was finally opened in 1997. It was
designed to give dogs and cats a
safe and sanitary place to live for a
short while.
Over the years, animal welfare has
evolved, and MHS has done its
best to follow. To improve care of
the animals, the 3-acre Dog Park,
three section Bark Park, cat housing,
veterinary facility, and welcoming
lobby were added or upgraded.
Happily, the community has
responded with support and trust.
But despite all of our hard work, Jane’s story of
having a dog turned away is not rare, even today.
Our community’s needs continue to grow.
Because we no longer euthanize to make space,
our dogs and cats often spend more time at the
shelter, and we’ve seen our count of dogs on the
waitlist to be surrendered grow as high as 80 this
year. Staff must work harder than ever to enrich
the animals’ lives while they wait for new homes –
offering them exercise and training on a daily basis.
Getting out of the shelter on Karwick and into
our 1997 building was a huge milestone for the
Michiana Humane Society, but it is not the end of
our evolution in animal care.

CoCo’s Story
CoCo is a 7-year-old Pomeranian, the sweetest
dog despite what he’s been through. He had been
picked up by Michigan City Animal Control more
than once. In January they brought him to us,
and we quickly learned what a
friendly, happy fellow he was.
We had him for about a week
before his owner came looking
for him. We had noticed he was
walking with a limp and our Vet
Tech, Maddie, mentioned it to
CoCo’s owner. The owner told us
he’d been limping for a while.
This June, CoCo got loose again
and Animal Control brought him
back to us. The owner was again
contacted but did not come back
for CoCo. After his 7 day stray
hold we took over his medical care to prepare him
to find a new home.
His limp had progressed and Maddie took him to
Dr. Puerling at Animal Wellness Clinic for x-rays.
The X-ray revealed that he had had a severe break
in his leg that had healed poorly. An appointment
was made with Dr. Bailey at Michigan City Animal

Hospital, our local orthopedic specialist. Dr. Bailey
explained that CoCo’s injury was not recent. He was
most likely hit by a car and had been limping around
on his broken leg for at least 6 months.
A surgery was in order to help him
heal. However, CoCo also suffered
periodontal disease (gum disease
and bad teeth) and he had to
undergo a dental procedure first.
His periodontal disease was so bad,
there was concern that he would
not be well enough to properly heal
from an orthopedic surgery.
CoCo’s dental visit went well; he had
18 teeth pulled! CoCo’s surgery for
his leg repair went very well, too.
CoCo went into the care of a foster
home for his 6 weeks of recovery
and rehabilitation.
He returned to sweet demeanor almost immediately.
It didn’t take long for his foster situation to become
a foster-win. He found his new home there and is
absolutely adored. His new owner even knits him
custom hats!
Happy tails, friend!
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Karen’s Corner

Giving Pets as Gifts
It’s that time of year when thoughts turn to gift giving. What would be the perfect way to
express your love, and to make your friend or family member happy? How about a pet?
If you believe what you see on social media you
would think this is a terrible idea. “Pets given as
gifts are going to be returned or abandoned” is
one of the popular myths circulated there.
But an ASPCA study* conducted in 2013
discovered that a gift pet is no more likely to be
returned than one intentionally acquired by the
owner. And further, a family who received a dog or
cat as a gift loved the animal just as much as if they
had gone through the selection process.
We have a couple of recommendations. If your
friend or family member tells you they do not
want a pet, then don’t give them a pet! If they are
currently unable to pay their bills, don’t add to
the burden with an animal who will need food, vet
care, and possibly grooming and training.
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On the other hand, if you know a lonely senior,
perhaps an adult dog or cat could provide
much needed companionship. Or if your friend
is looking for ways to spend empty evenings,
a puppy or kitten could provide activity,
entertainment, and a lifelong friendship.
And may we suggest a compromise? Why not
give an MHS Pet Gift Certificate so the recipient
can select the pet they want? You pay the
adoption fee and your friend has the added fun
of visiting the shelter to choose just the right
cat or dog.
Pets. They can be a gift that provides
companionship, entertainment and
unconditional love for ten or more years.
And that’s the kind of gift anyone would be
happy to receive!

*https://www.aspcapro.org/research/pets-gifts-0

2021 Events: MHS Supporters Come Together
In a typical year, fundraising events account for over half of the donations we receive. These events
bring our community of supporters together to celebrate our achievements and focus on aiming our
sights higher. Thank you to the event committees, sponsors, volunteers, donors and attendees that
supported Michiana Humane Society through events!

August 28th, Music in the Pines
This year’s signature event was a smash success! At the serene
property of Jeff & Allison Goldberg in Union Pier, MI, Whispering
Pines, guests enjoyed a magical summer evening. Despite the heat
index being over 90 degrees, The Newports provided an energetic
performance that got the audience on their feet. Prizes were awarded
for decorative seating areas. The winners created a ‘Lady and the
Tramp’ inspired Italian restaurant scene.
A live auction showcased fantastic local experiences and stunning
artwork. The most competitive item was a vacation to Telluride,
Colorado, including a flight on a private jet. After the excitement of
the auction, Executive Director, Johanna Humbert, shared a few
stories of truly lucky shelter pets. Pets like Stevie, who had emergency
surgery to remove a rubber bottle nipple he had swallowed. Donors
raised their bidder numbers during the Fund-a-Paws to collect
additional funds for pets like Stevie.
September 23, Remember Me Thursday
Along with many shelters across the county, we remembered
departed pets with a luminary lighting and short ceremony for the
8th consecutive year. A group of about 50 visitors braved the gloomy
weather to join our staff and volunteers. Many of their hearts were
heavy with grief.
Just before the ceremonies, an amazing thing happened. A rainbow
appeared stretching horizon to horizon above the shelter. The
moment captured more than any words could. As the sun went down,
we remembered in silence, watching over 400 luminaries dedicated to
the furry friends we have lost.
October 15, Art Studio Tours
Eight artists in Harbor Country opened their private studios to provide
tours throughout the brisk, fall day. Participants were able to get an
intriguing behind-the-scenes look at the artists’ process. A cocktail
party followed at Judith Racht Gallery. Guests and artists excitedly
remembered the day’s tours and raised funds for the shelter through
a live auction and competitive raffle prizes.

By joining together in 2021, we were able to raise
almost $250,000 to provide care, love and second
chances to the community’s homeless pets!
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New to MHS
Dog Enrichment:

Play Groups
Volunteer Bob Kasarda has
worked closely with our Shelter
Manager to implement dog play
groups and the results have been
delightful! Have you seen the
videos on social media?

Bob shares how his one-on-one
visits evolved into play groups.
“The dogs, of course, loved the
human attention, but I quickly
noticed how many of them wanted to interact with their peers as they
passed by other kennels. While many see this excitement as aggression
and inaccurately use it to label a dog as not good with others, I found through some trial and error that many
are just excited and with a proper introduction, turn out to be great with other dogs.”
We count on our volunteers to provide shelter pets with exercise, enrichment and socialization.
It beneﬁts their physical and mental health and makes them more likely to be adopted!

You can help make a shelter pet’s day by volunteering.
Visit MichianaPets.org/volunteer to get started!

